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Abstract: Chalcogenide glasses offer large ultrafast third-order nonlinearities, low two-photon absorption and the absence of free carrier absorption in a photosensitive medium. This unique combination of properties is nearly ideal for all-optical signal processing devices. In this paper we review the key properties of these materials, outline progress in the field and focus on several recent highlights: high quality gratings, signal regeneration, pulse compression and wavelength conversion.
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1. Introduction

Chalcogenide glasses are truly remarkable materials and have been of enormous interest for infrared optics since the 1950’s [1]. They are well known for their transparency far in to the infrared, and are widely used as infrared optical components. Apart from passive optical components, chalcogenide glass based optical devices have found a number of applications, particularly in fiber form [2, 3] including: infrared optics and imaging; infrared laser power transmission; remote sensing and scanning near-field infrared microscopy.

However, for telecommunications based applications, these glasses stand out because they also exhibit third-order optical nonlinearities (Kerr, Raman and Brillouin) between two to three orders of magnitude greater than silica. This property has gained increasing recognition and has lead to a number of recent demonstrations of all-optical processes including switching [4], regeneration [5-7], wavelength conversion [8, 9], amplification [10], lasing [11], pulse compression [12], and slow light [13]. Photosensitivity to band-gap light is another important property that the chalcogenide glasses exhibit [14]. The photosensitivity of a chalcogenide glass is comparable only to the “hero” results observed in specially processed silica optical fiber [15] and is among one of its most striking properties. The nonlinear and photosensitive properties together offer numerous applications to a number of integrated all-optical functions.

Being a glass, the chalcogenides are a versatile platform. Apart from bulk optic components, chalcogenide glass fiber (both step index [16] as well as microstructured [17, 18]) and planar waveguide [19] devices have been developed. Importantly chalcogenide glasses can be formed with a variety of compositions and doped with additional elements to provide further functionality for example rare earth elements.

All of these features make chalcogenide glasses of significance in advancing the next generation photonic chip platform for ultrafast all-optical signal processing. The field however is still relatively new and so our purpose here is to provide an up-to-date review of the main features of chalcogenide glass photonics relevant to nonlinear waveguides aimed at researchers new to this material system. Thus this review paper covers some of the general properties of chalcogenide glasses as well as recent research highlights, including our more recent contributions to this emerging field.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First we present a general review of the main features and optical properties of the chalcogenide glasses. Topics covered include chemical structure, refractive index and dispersion, loss mechanisms, and waveguide fabrication. The following section reviews chalcogenide glass photosensitivity and applications for grating based waveguide function. The photosensitive characteristics are outlined and the main contributors to this area are reviewed. We focus on our recent results in demonstrating high quality, apodized Bragg gratings, long period gratings and sampled Bragg gratings. The next section examines the ultrafast nonlinear optical properties of the chalcogenide glasses, with an emphasis on the optical Kerr effect and the moderate effect of...
two-photon absorption. The impact of two-photon absorption in self-phase and cross-phase modulation (SPM and XPM) based devices is also numerically assessed. The following section reviews three chalcogenide glass device functions developed in our laboratory: signal regeneration, pulse compression and wavelength conversion. The final section briefly looks at how further device improvements can be achieved as well as other areas where chalcogenide glass based devices might have impact.

2. Review of chalcogenide glasses

2.1 Chemical structure and properties

Chalcogenide glasses are based on the chalcogen elements S, Se and Te combined with network-forming elements, such as As, Ge, P, Sb, Si. The resulting glass exhibits a number of amorphous semiconductor-like properties [20, 21]. The glass structure consists of covalently bonded molecules, as opposed to the ionic bonding of other glasses, and these are weakly bound together via a combination of covalent and Van der Waals-like attraction [22, 23]. Chalcogenide glasses may form with a wide range of compositions as both heteropolar and homopolar bonds may form [21]. In the case of the As-S glass system, the atomic ratio of arsenic to sulfur can be varied between 1.5 and 9 [22]. As a result, the composition of the chalcogenide glasses can be adjusted to tune particular properties (e.g. refractive index, band-edge, nonlinearity). For a given chalcogenide glass system, increasing the relative atomic mass of the chalcogen or its proportion in the glass reduces the average bond strength. The weaker bonds of chalcogenide glasses contribute to them being generally less robust than oxide glasses. For example they have lower softening temperatures and hardness, and higher thermal expansion coefficients [1].

2.2 Refractive index and dispersion

Chalcogenide glasses possess relatively large refractive indices between 2 to greater than 3 [22]. Fig. 1 shows the refractive index and dispersion parameter for a common chalcogenide glass: As$_2$S$_3$ [24]. The refractive index increases as sulfur is replaced by the more polarisable selenium and tellurium. The high refractive index is advantageous for strong optical field confinement which allows small waveguide bend radii (leading to compact circuit designs) and enhanced optical intensities (for efficient nonlinear interactions). In addition, the large index contrast relative to air can potentially provide a complete band-gap for photonic-crystals.

![Fig. 1. Refractive index ($n$) and dispersion parameter ($D$) for arsenic tri-sulfide (As$_2$S$_3$) chalcogenide glass. [24]](image)

The zero dispersion wavelength for chalcogenide glasses lies well in the mid IR (e.g. 5 μm for As$_2$S$_3$). At communication wavelengths around 1.55 μm these materials exhibit strong normal dispersion (i.e. not anomalous). This is not necessarily detrimental to performance as typical device lengths are short, of the order of centimetres, and the dispersion sign ensures that
Modulation instability in nonlinear devices is eliminated [25]. Furthermore there is the possibility of using waveguide dispersion to engineer the chromatic dispersion, similar to what has been achieved in silicon [26].

### 2.3 Linear loss mechanisms

For chalcogenide glasses the long wavelength cut-off lies in the mid infrared due to large atomic masses and relatively weak bond strengths resulting in low phonon energies [20]. Fig. 2 compares the infrared transmission for several glasses, the last three being chalcogenide glasses [2]. As a rule of thumb, the transparency edge is 12 \( \mu \text{m} \) for sulfide based glasses, 15 \( \mu \text{m} \) for selenide glasses and 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) for telluride glasses [21]. In the absence of extrinsic attenuation mechanisms, Rayleigh scattering defines the minimum attenuation of the glass within the electronic and multiphoton absorption window. Free carrier absorption is generally negligible in Chalcogenide glasses. While most chalcogenide glasses have small band gaps, they also exhibit low carrier mobility. As the magnitude of the free carriers in solids in the low mobility case is proportional to the carrier mobility, free carrier absorption is not important in chalcogenide glasses [1]. However chemical impurities, particularly oxygen can result in a drastic reduction in infrared transmission [1]. Typically ultra pure chemicals must be further purified, for example by hydrogen distillation, before being melted either under vacuum or within a nitrogen environment to create bulk glasses [21].

![Infrared transmission for several bulk glass samples](image)

**Fig. 2.** Infrared transmission for several bulk glass samples (after reference [2]). Silicon, not shown in this figure, has a long wavelength cut-off at around 7 \( \mu \text{m} \) [24].

### 2.4 Waveguide fabrication

Fiber fabrication has been achieved based on both the pre-form and double crucible techniques. In either case, low loss transmission is only achieved through careful management of impurities in the bulk. Multi-step purification processes have been developed at the Naval Research Laboratories [2]. More recent work has focused on microstructured chalcogenide glass fiber using the ‘stack and draw’ technique. [17, 18].

The simplest method for fabricating thin chalcogenide glass films is by thermal evaporation, however for multi-component systems, like chalcogenide glass, the differing evaporation rates of each element results in a change in the film stoichiometry poorly matching the bulk [21]. Sputter deposition tends to result in films with better stoichiometry though the deposition rate is relatively low [21]. Wet chemistry techniques have been used for precipitation of multi-component chalcogenide glasses compositions. Typically the glass is dissolved in an amine solvent (e.g. n-propylamine or diethylamine), spun onto a substrate and baked at low temperatures to remove solvent residue [27-31]. Recently thicker films have been achieved by spin coating of molten chalcogenide glass [32].

Chalcogenide glass films deposited by thermal evaporation, sputtering and wet chemical spin deposition all require a post-process anneal in order to bring about bulk glass like properties. Pulsed laser deposition of chalcogenide glass films has been proposed as a means...
of circumventing this step as the ablated materials has moderately high kinetic energy which can help densify the resulting films [33, 34]. More recently ultra-fast pulsed laser deposition has been developed [34] to overcome particulate contamination in the deposited films – a common problem with pulse laser deposition.

Significant progress has been made to applying the ultra-fast pulsed laser deposition technique to produce low loss chalcogenide glass waveguides [19]. Fig. 3 shows a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a typical rib waveguide cross section. A 2.5 µm thick As$_2$S$_3$ film was deposited via pulsed laser deposition [19] onto a silica-on-silicon substrate with a 2.5 µm thick thermal oxide layer acting as the bottom waveguide cladding. Rib waveguides were fabricated by photolithography and inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching with CF$_4$-O$_2$ gas. Losses as low as 0.25 dB/cm have been achieved using this technique [19].

![Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph cross-section of an As$_2$S$_3$ rib waveguide.](image)

3. Photosensitivity

3.1 Photo-induced phenomena

Chalcogenide glasses exhibit several types of photo-induced phenomena including: photo-crystallisation, photo-polymerisation, photodecomposition, photo-contraction, photo-vaporisation, photo-dissolution of metals and light-induced changes in local atomic configuration. These changes are accompanied by changes in the optical band gap and thus optical constants (i.e. photo-darkening or photo-bleaching) [14, 21]. Chalcogenide glasses exhibit strong photo-induced properties because of their inherent structural flexibility. The usually double covalent bonded chalcogen atom possesses a lone pair of non-binding electrons that under illumination can alter the bond number [14, 21]. These photo induced effects have been used for the formation of various components including waveguides [35] and surface gratings [36].

3.2 Bragg gratings and long period gratings

The ability to write high quality gratings in chalcogenide glass waveguides via their photosensitivity [37] provides another advantage for these materials for photonic devices. The first demonstration was by Tanaka et al. using a Hill grating geometry [38]. Following this first milestone, Bragg gratings have been written using the side-writing technique into planar waveguides [36, 37, 39, 40], including studies of the growth dynamics. As$_2$S$_3$ fiber gratings have also been achieved [41].

In terms of device quality gratings, the spectral response of chalcogenide gratings to date have largely been relatively basic, exhibiting no apodisation, poor uniformity, narrow rejection bandwidth, and weak transmission rejection. This may be in part due to the reliance on an uncompensated Mach-Zehnder interferometer which is particularly susceptible to environmental disturbances. This can affect the stability of the interference pattern and hence the grating quality. In contrast, a Sagnac interferometer provides excellent stability [42, 43] as both beams follow the same path in counter-propagating directions, ensuring that vibrations and air currents affect both beams equally, thereby minimizing phase distortion at the interference plane. By modifying the interferometer from a full Sagnac (i.e. shifting the writing plane away from the phase mask plane), sample placement is eased while still maintaining many of the desired stability features as each of the two interferometer beams
travel a similar path. Using the setup shown in Fig. 4, we have achieved high quality As$_2$S$_3$ waveguide Bragg gratings which exhibit sharp spectral features, wide rejection bands (5 nm wide corresponding to an index change of ~ 0.008) and deep transmission rejection (33 dB, limited by polarization mode leakage). Apodisation was accomplished through the short coherence length of the writing laser [44].

![Fig. 4. Modified Sagnac grating writing interferometer. CW light from a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser is split into two beams by a phase mask and reflected twice off two mirrors before interfering at the sample surface to create a photo-induced index change.](image)

The Bragg gratings have also been used to determine the modal structure of the chalcogenide glass rib waveguides with significant success [45]. This in turn has allowed the design of long period gratings to couple the fundamental mode into a higher order mode at telecom wavelengths. Using a shadow mask technique we have achieved 17 dB, 15 nm (3 dB) wide band rejection at a wavelength of 1525 nm [46]. We have also demonstrated non-photosensitive long period gratings based on As$_2$Se$_3$ fiber using the micro-bend [47] and acousto-optic [48] techniques.

### 3.3 Sampled gratings

This success at long and short period Bragg gratings suggests that more complex gratings can be inscribed into the waveguides. One such grating that can benefit particularly well from the large refractive index change available in chalcogenides is a sampled Bragg grating (SBG) [49]. These provide a comb shaped transmission spectrum where the large index change available in chalcogenide glasses can extend the useable bandwidth and increase the strength beyond that possible in silica. SBGs open a new platform for WDM on-chip signal processing, providing a larger bandwidth response in a short, integrated device.

![Fig. 5. Measured spectrum from an As$_2$S$_3$ sampled Bragg grating [50].](image)

A photo-lithographically etched chrome amplitude mask with periodic vertical slits was positioned directly in front of the waveguide to modulate the holographically written Bragg grating, resulting in a SBG [50]. The spectral response of a SBG written into an As$_2$S$_3$ rib-waveguide is shown in Fig. 5. This spectrum has a wavelength separation of 0.966 nm and a
3-dB bandwidth that spans almost 40 nm, where the central 11 rejection peaks are each over 20 dB strong. To our knowledge the strength and bandwidth of this grating is comparable to the best results observed in optical fiber [49, 51].

4. Ultrafast optical properties of chalcogenide glasses

4.1 Nonlinear refraction and Raman processes

Chalcogenide glasses have gained recent interest for their large third order nonlinear effects. Miller’s rule [52], given by

\[
\chi^{(3)} = [\chi^{(3)}]^{0} \times 10^{-10} \text{ esu}
\]

is a particularly simple method for estimating the third order nonlinearity. From the large refractive indices for the chalcogenide glasses (2 to > 3) it is apparent that Miller’s empirical rule predicts nonlinear coefficients approximately two orders of magnitude larger than for silica. Other semi-empirical models [22, 52] also show a similar correlation between refractive index and nonlinearity, including a semi-quantitative model based on bond-orbital theory [53]. The results of this work have been found to be in good agreement with known data for a range of glasses, and indicate that strong nonlinearity can be expected from chalcogenide glasses [10, 54]. In fact, depending on composition and measurement wavelength, the tabulated nonlinear refractive index of chalcogenide glasses [22, 52] is indeed between two to three orders of magnitude greater than of fused silica. The nonlinear refractive indices for As2S3 and As2Se3 are 2.92×10−18 and 1.2×10−17 m2/W, which normalized to the silica value of 2.2×10−20 m2/W is approximately 130 and 540 respectively [19, 54].

Most of the Kerr nonlinear effect is associated with the ultra-fast electronic processes with time scales on the order of 50 fs [10]. Measurements have shown that the nuclear contribution to the nonlinear effect for sulfide based glasses is between 12 – 13% [22]. The measured nuclear time scale, for selenide glasses, is on the order of 500 fs [10]. As the nuclear contribution ratio is similar to that of silica, the Raman gain coefficient is also several orders of magnitude larger than silica [10, 25]. It is also important to note that the ultrafast response time of these nonlinearities allows high bit rate signal processing applications without resorting to differential interferometer operation as typically used in semiconductor optical amplifier based devices.

4.2 Two-photon absorption and the nonlinear figure of merit

Multi-photon absorption is a nonlinear process that occurs at harmonics of the electronic band absorption frequency causing two or more photons to be simultaneously absorbed. The lowest order effect, two-photon absorption (TPA), is described by the imaginary part of the third order susceptibility resulting in an intensity dependent loss:

\[
\frac{dI}{dz} = -\alpha I - \alpha_2 I^2
\]

Here \(I\) is the optical intensity as a function of propagation distance \(z\), \(\alpha\) is the linear absorption coefficient and \(\alpha_2\) is the TPA coefficient. In the context of all-optical nonlinear devices based on the Kerr coefficient, TPA is generally observed to be a nuisance, leading not only to a decrease in transmission, but also an increase in the switching threshold [55]. Furthermore, in some materials the free carriers generated by TPA can slow the response of nonlinear interactions. For example TPA induced free carriers in silicon typically have 10-20 nanosecond life times and require the introduction of p-i-n diode structures in order to reduce this to the 1 nanosecond range [56]. While free carriers are not important in chalcogenide glasses, the direct effect of TPA must also be examined.

The nonlinear figure of merit (FOM), a geometry-independent criteria [55] used to classify different nonlinear materials and widely adopted in the literature, is defined as:

\[
\text{FOM} = n_2 / \alpha_2 \lambda > 1
\]

where \(n_2\) is the Kerr coefficient and \(\lambda\) is the optical wavelength. Fig. 6 (a) shows the transmission as a function of normalized power for varying nonlinear FOM. For low values
of the nonlinear FOM this results in saturation type behaviour. Fig. 6(b) shows the FOM as a function of nonlinear transmission for a device requiring a total nonlinear phase shift of $\pi$ rad [54]. From this example, it is apparent that a nonlinear FOM of >2 is required to ensure less than 20% transmission loss. Assuming that linear propagation losses are low, the goal for third-order nonlinear materials is then to maximize the Kerr coefficient while minimizing the effect of TPA [54].

![Fig. 6. (a) Numerical simulation of TPA induced transmission loss for varying nonlinear FOM. For no TPA (FOM = $\infty$), the total nonlinear phase shift is $2\pi$. (b) Nonlinear transmission versus FOM for $\pi$ phase shift. [54]](image)

Apart from modifying the device transmission behaviour, TPA also reduces the spectral broadening that occurs through SPM and XPM. Fig. 7 shows the typically SPM spectral response of an intense pulse propagating through a medium (a) without TPA and (b) with TPA corresponding to FOM = 0.5. Essentially the additional loss reduces the effective interaction length, thus reducing the total nonlinear phase shift.

![Fig. 7. Numerical simulation of self phase modulation spectral broadening of pulses. (a) Without two-photon absorption (FOM = $\infty$), and (b) with two-photon absorption (FOM = 0.5).]](image)

As amorphous materials (e.g. glasses) do not exhibit a clearly defined band-edge, finite two-photon absorption is expected even at wavelengths longer than the half band-gap energy [54]. The purity of the glass largely determines the tail of the absorption edge, and thereby also strongly affects the level of two-photon absorption [10]. As chalcogenide glasses generally have a band gap that falls in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum, they tend to exhibit low to occasionally moderate levels of TPA at C-band communication wavelengths. The FOM of As$_2$S$_3$ and As$_2$Se$_3$ is >10 and ~2 in the near infrared [19, 54]. For comparison, silica having a band-edge in the UV, does not exhibit two-photon absorption near infrared wavelengths, while the FOM of silicon is ~0.4 [57-59]. Table 1 shows a comparison of the nonlinear index, two photon absorption coefficient and nonlinear FOM for several third-order nonlinear materials.
Table 1. Comparison of nonlinear optical properties of several third-order nonlinear materials at $\lambda = 1.5 \, \mu m$. [25, 58, 60]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$n_2 \times 10^{-20} \text{m}^2/\text{W}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_2 \times 10^{-12} \text{m}/\text{W}$</th>
<th>FOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chalcogenide glass (As$_2$S$_3$)</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalcogenide glass (As$_2$Se$_3$)</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bismuth Oxide (Bi$_2$O$_3$)*</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon (Si)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica (SiO$_2$)*</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The large optical band-gap of bismuth oxide and silica results in negligible two photon absorption at these wavelengths.

Nonlinear transmission and SPM spectral broadening can be used to infer the nonlinear index and two-photon absorption coefficient through comparison with simulations numerically solving the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. We have used this technique with an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) to characterize the wavelength dependence of the nonlinear FOM transmission for As$_2$Se$_3$ fiber [61]. Fig. 8 shows the characteristic increase in the nonlinear coefficients as the photon energy of the operating wavelength approaches the first sub-harmonic of the electronic band-gap, with the optimal photon energy being just under the half band-gap in order to optimize the nonlinear figure of merit [10]. By adjusting the composition of the chalcogenide glass and thus shifting the band-edge it is possible to engineer the nonlinear absorption – similar to what has been achieved in semiconductors (e.g. Al-Ga-As) [62].

5. All-optical signal processing

Large refractive indices, a high nonlinearity and moderate to low two-photon absorption make chalcogenide glasses ideal for demonstrating integrated devices for all-optical signal processing. Initial pioneering work by Asobe et al [63], demonstrating a switch based on a nonlinear optical loop mirror, has been followed in recent years by a significant increase in the number of papers in this field, ranging from examining Raman [10, 64] and Brillouin [65, 66] processes to actual signal processing functions and device demonstrations [5-7, 9, 12, 13, 67]. In line with the previous sections, here we focus on the Kerr nonlinearity as well as the role of two-photon absorption by examining chalcogenide glass 2R SPM based optical regeneration, SPM based pulse compression and XPM based wavelength conversion.
5.1 2R regeneration (fiber & waveguide)

A particularly interesting application of chalcogenide glass in all-optical signal processing is signal regeneration. We have investigated the feasibility of using As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide glass fiber for all-optical signal regeneration based on SPM followed by spectral filtering [68]. In this scheme a noisy return-to-zero input signal is passed through a nonlinear, dispersive medium producing SPM induced spectral broadening. Low power noise experiences only little SPM spectral broadening, and so is filtered out by the band-pass filter, which is offset from the input centre wavelength, whereas pulses experience sufficient spectral broadening to be partially transmitted through the band pass filter. This results in a step-like power transfer function, which has been shown to improve the Q-factor and bit error rate (BER) for modulated signals at 40 Gb/s [69]. Dispersion is critical in determining the proper shape the nonlinear transfer function. Without dispersion, large oscillations would appear on the broadened spectrum which, after filtering, manifest as oscillations in the transfer function. In contrast, a small but significant amount of normal dispersion reduces the spectral oscillations, resulting in a step-like transfer function [68].

In our investigations we have utilized single mode As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide glass fiber as the nonlinear medium for pulse regeneration. The fiber has an effective area of $A_{\text{eff}} = 37 \, \mu m^2$, yielding a nonlinearity coefficient of $\gamma \approx 1200 \, W^{-1}km^{-1}$, where $\gamma = \frac{2\pi n_2}{\lambda A_{\text{eff}}}$. We measured the group delay of a 2.8 m length of As$_2$Se$_3$ fiber using the differential phase shift method, obtaining a dispersion of $D \approx -500 \, ps/nm/km$ at 1550 nm. As outlined earlier, the dispersion at telecommunication wavelengths is not only much larger than standard single mode fiber (+17 ps/nm/km) but the negative sign of the chalcogenide dispersion is appropriate for SPM-based regeneration.

The data points in Fig. 9(a) correspond to the measured nonlinear power transfer function. Output power limiting function at $\sim 8 \, W$ peak input power, as well as threshold behaviour is clearly evident. The former is effective in suppressing the noise in the logical ones whilst the latter contrbutes to suppressing noise in the zeros. Residual oscillations remain at high peak power levels but this is smaller than what would result without the presence of the large normal dispersion. Fig. 9(a) also shows the resulting theoretical power transfer curves for FOM ranging from infinite to 0.5. Materials with a FOM in the range of 1–5 produce a flatter power transfer function than those with no TPA (infinite FOM). For FOM < 1, the transfer curves lose their sharp edge characteristics and round off. The experimental data agrees well with the theoretical curve that has FOM $\approx 2.5$. This value is close to the experimental value of FOM $\approx 2.0$ for As$_2$Se$_3$ as measured by the nonlinear transmission experiment [61].

![Fig. 9. (a) Calculated power transfer curves for 2R regenerator for different FOM with fixed $n_2$, including experimental data for a device with an FOM of $\sim 2.0$ (black diamonds). (b) Q-factor at the output of the 2R optical regenerator as a function of FOM (optimal input power use at each FOM). The dashed horizontal solid line is the input Q-factor while the solid horizontal line represents the output Q-factor for a device with no TPA (infinite FOM).]
To better understand the performance of the 2R regenerator in a system, we simulated a pseudorandom bit sequence at 40 Gb/s with an return-to-zero signal including ASE noise (Optical signal to noise ratio = 11 dB) [70]. Fig. 9(b) summarizes these results by plotting the maximum optimized (with respect to input peak power) output Q-factor as a function of FOM. It shows that even a small amount of TPA improves device performance, although for very small FOM the output Q-factor is actually less than the input Q-factor since devices with very large TPA will degrade signal quality. There is clearly an optimum range of FOM, from 2 to 4, where the improvement in Q-factor is maximized. These results are in contrast with nonlinear switching where TPA cannot improve device performance. It is interesting to note that As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide glass has a nearly optimum nonlinear FOM for 2R regeneration.

In order to further reduce the device size we have examined a photonic integrated chip based regenerator design. Here we have used a low-loss, 5 cm long, As$_2$S$_3$ rib waveguide similar to Fig. 3. Two photosensitive Bragg gratings were inscribed successively at the end of the waveguide using the techniques outlined earlier. This formed the band-pass filter for the SPM regeneration scheme (Fig. 10(b)). As$_2$S$_3$ has a lower nonlinearity than As$_2$Se$_3$ and also exhibits a FOM > 10, consequently this device does not utilize any nonlinear absorption to saturate the nonlinear transfer function. Rather it depends on the conventional limiting effects of a SPM regenerator (similar to a silica fiber embodiment) [68]. Fig. 10 shows the experimental spectral results for the propagation of 1.4 ps pulses. Fig. 10(a) shows the pulse spectra versus power for though a bare waveguide with 1.5 $\pi$ radians of nonlinear phase shift produced using ~50 W peak power. Fig. 10(c) shows the pulse spectra at the output of the photonic chip based regenerator while part (d) shows the resulting power transfer function.

5.2 Pulse compression (fiber)

Apart from optical regeneration, the strong normal dispersion of chalcogenide glass combined with the high optical nonlinearity can also be exploited in compact, low-power, high quality optical pulse compression schemes. First the high optical nonlinearity and dispersive properties are used to generate a SPM broadened pulse with a linear frequency chirp at low peak powers. The chirped pulses can then be efficiently compressed using a precisely tailored, chirped fiber Bragg grating.

Fig. 10. (a) Evolution of pulse spectra versus power through a bare waveguide with no grating filter, showing spectral broadening due to SPM. (b) Transmission spectrum of the band-pass filter (formed by two sequential offset gratings) for TE polarized light, showing a pass band of 2.8 nm near 1555.0 nm, offset by 3 nm from the carrier wavelength. (c) Sliced SPM broadened output spectra after the filter. (d) Resulting nonlinear power transfer curve for the integrated regenerator.
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In our experiments, we used a figure-eight fiber laser as a pump source, producing 6 ps pulses at 9 MHz repetition rate and 1550 nm centre wavelength. The laser was butt-coupled to a 4.1 m long As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide fiber. The peak input power launched into the fiber was estimated to be $P = 35$ W. Fig. 11 shows the broadened spectrum following the nonlinear propagation, compared to the original laser pulse. The dashed line is the result of the numerical simulations whereas the solid line represents the retrieved frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) data. Note the spectrum has been broadened substantially. In contrast to spectral broadening by SPM in the absence of dispersion where the spectrum is highly modulated with spectral nulls the spectral intensity in the case of this high dispersion is smooth across the whole bandwidth. Moreover, the interplay between SPM and a highly positive dispersion generates an almost perfectly quadratic phase, equivalent to a linear frequency chirp.

![Fig. 11. Spectral intensity and phase of the laser pulses after the chalcogenide fiber. Solid line: retrieved from the FROG measurements. Dashed line: Numerical simulations. Dotted: Simulations excluding GVD showing high spectral modulation. Dash-dot: input spectrum.](image)

Based on the FROG measurements, we designed a suitable fiber Bragg grating with a chirp matched to (but with opposite sign) the chirp on the laser pulses. The grating was written with a phase mask into a silica cladding mode suppressed fiber with $\Delta n = 10^{-3}$ and a length of about 4 mm. Fig. 12 shows the temporal intensity and phase of the pulses after the grating. We achieve a compressed pulse duration of as short as 420 fs with an almost constant phase across the main part of the pulse, i.e., the pulse is almost transform limited.

![Fig. 12. Experimentally generated temporal intensity and phase of the compressed pulses, together with a Gaussian fit to the intensity (dotted line). The inset shows the temporal intensity of the compressed pulse without high GVD in the fiber leading to a considerable pulse pedestal and high temporal sidelobes.](image)

**5.3 Wavelength conversion**

The SPM regenerator concept can easily be extended to other important all-optical functions such as wavelength conversion. We have investigated the feasibility of wavelength conversion in chalcogenide glass waveguides via cross phase modulation (XPM) with side band filtering.
Fig. 13 shows the principle of operation: a continuous wave (CW) probe experiences XPM from co-propagating signal pump pulses, which generates optical sidebands. This is converted to amplitude modulation by using a band pass filter to select a single sideband [71].

Fig. 13. Principle of XPM wavelength conversion. Amplified pulsed pump signal (at $\lambda_1$) imposes a nonlinear frequency chirp onto a co-propagating wavelength tunable CW probe (at $\lambda_2$) through the nonlinear refractive index. Filtering one of the XPM generated sidebands results in wavelength conversion (to $\lambda_2 + \Delta$).

Fig. 14 shows schematically the experimental system used to demonstrate wavelength conversion. The 1 m length of single mode As$_2$Se$_3$ fiber had similar specifications to the fiber used in the SPM regenerator experiment. The signal data consisted of 7 ps pulses from a 10 GHz laser modulated with a pseudo-random bit-stream data from the bit error rate (BER) test bed system. The amplified optical signal was combined with a CW probe from a wavelength tunable amplified laser diode and coupled into the As$_2$Se$_3$ fiber. The output of the As$_2$Se$_3$ fiber was then sent through a 0.56 nm tunable grating filter offset to longer wavelengths to remove the pump and select a single XPM sideband. An in-line, 200 pm wide, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) notch filter was used to further suppress the residual CW carrier.


We demonstrated wavelength conversion over a 10 nm range using 2.1 W of peak power [9]. System measurements showed a penalty of ~1.4 dB at a BER = 10$^{-9}$ for conversion to three different wavelengths. The relative group velocity difference between the pump and probe (i.e. walk-off) reduced the amount of bandwidth generated through XPM as a function of wavelength offset, limiting the range of wavelength conversion.

In order to further reduce device size and extend the wavelength range we also investigated a planar waveguide based wavelength converter with a smaller effective core area. Pulses from a passively mode-locked figure-eight laser (pulse width 5.4 ps, repetition rate 9 MHz) were amplified and combined with a CW probe from a wavelength tunable amplified laser diode. The combined pump and probe were coupled into the rib waveguide. The output of the As$_2$S$_3$ waveguide was then sent through a 1.3 nm (3-dB) tunable band-pass filter offset from the CW probe wavelength and the residual CW carrier was blocked using a 200 pm wide fiber Bragg grating (FBG) notch filter.

Fig. 15 (a) shows the spectra directly after the waveguide of the unfiltered output signal containing both the pump (2 nm wide signal at 1549.7 nm) and CW probes set to three different wavelengths. The sidebands on each probe are clearly visible. Note that the strength of the sidebands are proportionately reduced because of the extremely low duty cycle (5.4 ps pulses at 9 MHz) used in these experiments. Also shown in Fig. 15 (b) are the converted pulse spectra. Unlike the fiber based experiment, the XPM spectral broadening generated within the waveguide for a CW probe set to 1563.7 nm did not vary significantly from when the probe was set to 1555.5 nm. While material dispersion parameter of As$_2$S$_3$ is still significant...
(−400 ps/km nm at 1550 nm [72]) the 5 cm device length ensured that walk-off was minor, even for large pump-probe offsets. The functional conversion bandwidth of this device was calculated to be 100 nm.

Frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) measurements determined that the output pulse experiences very little temporal amplitude distortion over the input while the temporal phase experiences a small degree of quadratic distortion. The effect of this on the output spectra, however, is modest; the induced chirp results in spectral broadening on the order of 24% - still close to transform limited.

Fig. 15. (a) Unfiltered output spectra of signal from waveguide showing both pulsed pump and three different CW probes with XPM sidebands imprinted on them. (b) Experimental filtered output spectra of device leaving behind only a single sideband.

6. Summary and future prospects

In this article we have reviewed the major features of chalcogenide glasses and focused on exploring the Kerr nonlinearity including the impact of two photon absorption. We show that chalcogenide glasses offer several important properties for ultrafast all-optical signal processing: large refractive index, photosensitivity, high nonlinearity, low two photon absorption, fast response time and the flexibility of glass composition. These properties have so far allowed us to demonstrate three device functionalities: 2R signal regeneration, pulse compression and wavelength conversion. By reducing waveguide cross sectional areas, increasing interaction lengths, optimizing glass chemistry and reducing overall loss, further improvements in device performance is expected.

Preliminary work indicates that waveguide dispersion can be readily engineered, as has been recently achieved in silicon nanowires [26, 73]. While the regenerator performance improves for large values of normal dispersion, this is not so for other processes. Examples include devices based on cross phase modulation (particularly for short pulses in long waveguides) and four wave mixing based devices.

Chalcogenide glasses do suffer from some potential issues related to stability and aging. While mechanically weaker than silica based glasses, the chalcogenide glass compositions are themselves stable. Note that the US Naval Research Laboratories in Washington DC has been working with these glasses for many years [74]. The optical damage mechanisms are not well understood, though certain compositions do offer greater resistance than others. We have, however, operated As2S3 chalcogenide glass planar waveguides stably at continuous average intensities at 1550 nm of >6 MW/cm², as well as peak pulse intensities ≈ 1 GW/cm², which is more than sufficient for most applications.
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While current research is focused on the chalcogenide and silicon platforms, the potential also lies in devices integrating both materials in a photonic chip heterostructure [75]. Such a device could utilize the advantages of both media – for instance electrical-optical interactions mediated by free carrier effects in silicon waveguides, while nonlinear-optical processes would be based on chalcogenide glass waveguides. It remains to be seen how viable such a prospect is. Other areas that chalcogenide glasses offer interesting prospects include Bragg solitons [76, 77] and photonic crystal cavities [78]. The mid-infrared transparency of these materials is also of significant interest and we expect increasing number of sensing devices for applications in molecular fingerprint analysis and astronomy.
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